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Abstract: The Affordable Care Act requires the establishment of new health insurance marketplaces—known as exchanges—in every state by October 1, 2013. This report examines key
design decisions made by the 17 states and the District of Columbia that chose to establish a
state-based exchange. The analysis finds that states made significant progress in structuring
their exchanges, with states varying in their design decisions. Many states expect to exceed
some federal requirements—to collect and display quality data, for instance—for 2014. These
findings suggest that states capitalized on the flexibility provided by the Affordable Care Act to
tailor their exchanges to their unique needs and made decisions with an eye towards outcomes,
such as enrollment, consumer experience, and sustainability. These findings also suggest that
states’ initial decisions will inform future exchange implementation and that states will adjust
their decisions while continuing to adopt innovative approaches to accomplish policy goals.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Affordable Care Act requires the establishment of
new health insurance marketplaces—known as individual exchanges and Small Business Health Options
(SHOP) exchanges—in each state. States must make
complex decisions about how to design their exchanges
in ways that reflect the unique needs of their consumers and insurance market. This report examines key
structural, operational, and policy decisions made by 17
states and the District of Columbia that chose to establish a state-based exchange for 2014.

States Structured Exchanges to Reflect Needs
and Capabilities
Ten states and the District of Columbia established a
quasi-governmental entity to govern the exchange, with
the others choosing private nonprofits or state agencies
to house the exchange. Most exchanges can write rules
to govern their operations. Seven states and the District
of Columbia remain undecided on their long-term
revenue source; most of the remaining states will assess
insurers that offer coverage in the exchanges. State
officials reported that decisions in these areas often
reflected compressed timelines, political realities, and
the state’s long-term vision for the exchange.

States Adopted Formal and Informal
Mechanisms to Foster a Competitive
Marketplace
More than half of states selectively contracted with
insurers or managed plan offerings. Ten states and the
District of Columbia adopted formal requirements
regarding exchange participation or alignment of coverage options inside and outside the exchange. These
mechanisms include establishing a single marketplace,
prohibiting insurers from entering the exchange if the
insurer did not participate in 2014, and requiring insurers to offer the same coverage inside and outside the
exchange. States also negotiated informally with insurers to encourage participation and aligned exchange
standards with existing market standards to maintain a level playing field. State officials adopted these

approaches to spur competition and limit adverse selection within and against the exchange.

States Limited or Standardized Plans and
Emphasized Quality in Consumer Choice
Nine states limited the number of plans per insurer or
required insurers to offer some standardized plans in
the exchange. Of the remaining states, only two and the
District of Columbia adopted a meaningful difference
standard of review to ensure that plans are substantially
distinct from other plans offered in the same market
by the same insurer. State officials reported that these
limits were designed to give consumers a manageable
number of choices while also retaining flexibility for
insurers. Despite federal delays in quality requirements
until 2016, nine states plan to display quality data on
the exchange in 2014 and 10 states intend to develop
quality rating systems ahead of federal guidance. State
officials expect quality improvement and innovation to
be an ongoing priority for exchanges.

States Designed SHOP Exchanges to
Minimize Market Disruption and Improve
Choice
Every state defined “small employer” as 50 or fewer fulltime employees; only three chose to merge the individual and small-group markets. Despite a delay in federal
requirements, nearly all SHOP exchanges are expected
to offer “employee choice” options that give employees
a choice of more than one plan, and eight states provided maximum flexibility by allowing employers to
give employees the choice of any plan on the SHOP
exchange. State officials emphasized the importance of
employee choice models for ensuring that the SHOP
exchange is attractive to small employers and sought to
balance the goal of meaningful employee choice with
concerns about adverse selection.

States Promoted Consumer Assistance
via Navigators, In-Person Assisters, and
Producers
Thirteen states and the District of Columbia established both a navigator and in-person assistance
www.commonwealthfund.org
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program while two states will operate only a navigator
program for 2014. An additional two states have not
yet finalized their approach and continue to consider
whether their exchanges will operate navigator and/
or in-person assistance programs for 2014. To initially
fund navigator programs, nine exchanges planned to
use state funds or private grants until exchange funds
become available. Every exchange allowed producers—
otherwise known as or agents and brokers—to help
consumers enroll through the exchange. While some
exchanges planned to set and pay commissions, most
allowed insurers to set producer compensation. State
officials reported that navigators, in-person assisters,
and producers will be critical to exchange success
in 2014.

8

Looking Forward
While states with federally facilitated exchanges can
influence the way some exchange functions are performed, states operating their own exchanges had significant flexibility in designing their exchanges to meet
state needs. Overall, states made significant progress in
structuring and operationalizing their exchanges, and
made design decisions with an eye toward minimizing
market disruption, promoting exchange viability, and
providing value for consumers.
States also built on—and, in some areas,
exceeded—minimum federal requirements to accomplish policy objectives. With much at stake in 2014,
these design decisions are expected to affect critical
outcomes, such as enrollment, cost, consumer experience, and sustainability. While states made significant
progress, many will continue to adjust their design
decisions in response to implementation successes and
challenges. Continued monitoring and evaluation of
exchange design decisions will be critical to inform
future exchange implementation.
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IMPLEMENTING THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT:
KEY DESIGN DECISIONS FOR STATE-BASED EXCHANGES
INTRODUCTION
The Affordable Care Act introduces significant reforms
designed to improve the accessibility, adequacy, and
affordability of private health insurance. Among these,
the law requires the establishment of new marketplaces—
known as individual exchanges and Small Business
Health Options (SHOP) exchanges—in each state.1
Exchanges are intended to address the current barriers to affordable and adequate health coverage in the individual and small-group markets: high
premiums, limited competition, and limited transparency about coverage options.2 To remedy these flaws,
individual exchanges are expected to provide a seamless, one-stop experience for individuals to: apply for
federal premium tax credits and cost-sharing subsidies;
compare the cost, quality, and value of private health
insurance; and ultimately purchase private coverage or
enroll in public coverage.3 Similarly, SHOP exchanges
are designed to aggregate the purchasing power of small
businesses, enable employers and employees to compare

a wider range of coverage choices, and reduce administrative costs.4
Under the Affordable Care Act, states can
choose to establish a state-based exchange or default
to a federally facilitated exchange.5 To date, 17 states
and the District of Columbia chose to establish a statebased exchange, while 33 states defaulted to exchanges
run by the federal government with varying degrees of
state participation.6 Throughout this report, we refer
to Idaho, New Mexico, and Utah as having state-based
exchanges. However, during the initial implementation year, Idaho and New Mexico will use the federal
exchange platform to perform some core functions, such
as eligibility and enrollment, as they build their own
systems, while Utah will operate a state-based SHOP
exchange and have the federal government operate the
individual exchange.7
Each exchange must perform critical tasks in
four core functional areas: plan management, financial
management, eligibility and enrollment, and consumer

EXHIBIT 1. KEY DESIGN DECISIONS FOR STATE-BASED EXCHANGES
Categories

Key design decisions

Structuring a sustainable exchange

Governance
Rulemaking authority
Eligibility and enrollment functions
Financing

Fostering a competitive marketplace

Plan selection approach
Plan participation requirements
Waiting periods to encourage plan participation
Alignment of standards inside and outside the exchange
Required coverage levels

Promoting meaningful consumer choices

Limits on the number of plans inside the exchange
Standardization of plans
Meaningful difference standards
Quality reporting requirements

Improving options for small employers

Small employer definition
Merging the individual and small-group markets
Employer/employee choice models
Minimum participation and contribution requirements

Maximizing enrollment

Navigator and in-person assistance programs
Producer participation requirements
Affordability initiatives
www.commonwealthfund.org
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assistance and outreach.8 To better understand the
impact of these areas on the availability, affordability,
and adequacy of private health insurance, we categorized the most critical exchange design decisions into
five domains (Exhibit 1). Although terms are defined
in the text, we also include a glossary that defines key
terms as they are used in this report (Appendix A).

FINDINGS
States Structured Exchanges to Reflect Needs
and Capabilities
States have significant flexibility in designing their
exchanges, including in critical operational areas such
as governance, eligibility and enrollment functions, and
long-term financing. State decisions in these areas often
reflected compressed timelines, political realities, and
each state’s long-term vision for the exchange.

Most States Established a Quasi-Governmental Entity
Governance can have a significant impact on an
exchange’s ability to make binding decisions, receive
and spend resources, and coordinate with other agencies.9 In 10 states and the District of Columbia, the
exchange will be operated by a quasi-governmental
entity, which is typically an independent public agency
with a governing board or, as in Colorado and New
Mexico, a public nonprofit (Exhibit 2). In contrast,
the exchanges in Kentucky, New York, Rhode Island,
Utah, and Vermont sit within state agencies and do not
have governing boards with decision-making authority;
many of these exchanges instead consult with advisory
boards. Most but not all exchanges can write regulations to govern their operations. However, even those
exchanges with rulemaking authority have had to wait
for their state’s legislature to develop or approve some
design decisions, such as the exchange’s long-term
financing mechanisms.

States Capitalized on Federal Funds to Adopt
Streamlined Eligibility and Enrollment Systems
To help exchanges serve as “one-stop shops” for consumers, federal funding is available to states to upgrade
and streamline exchange and Medicaid eligibility and
10

enrollment systems to meet minimum federal specifications.10 All but three states—Idaho, New Mexico,
and Utah—are developing IT systems that house and
execute the eligibility determination rules for exchange
coverage, federal premium tax credits and cost-sharing subsidies, Medicaid, and the Children’s Health
Insurance program (CHIP) in 2014 (Exhibit 2).11
To meet federal specifications, states must
develop a “single rules engine” to calculate an individual’s modified adjusted gross income (MAGI). After
conducting this calculation, the state has flexibility in
how it proceeds with eligibility determinations. While
some states are relying on communication between
EXHIBIT 2. STATE STRUCTURAL AND
OPERATIONAL DECISIONS, AS OF MAY 31, 2013*

Rulemaking
authority

State IT system will
conduct eligibility
determinations
for exchange,
Medicaid, and
CHIP

N/A

N/A

No1,2

CA

Quasi-governmental

Yes

Yes

CO

Quasi-governmental

No

Yes1

CT

Quasi-governmental

Yes

Yes

DC

Quasi-governmental

Yes

Yes

HI

Private nonprofit

Yes

Yes

ID

Quasi-governmental

No

No1,2

KY

Existing state agency

Yes

Yes

MD

Quasi-governmental

Yes

Yes1

MA

Quasi-governmental

Yes

Yes

MN

Quasi-governmental

Yes

Yes

NV

New state agency

Yes

Yes

NM

Quasi-governmental

No

No1,2

NY

Existing state agency

Yes

Yes1

OR

Quasi-governmental

Yes

Yes1

RI

Existing state agency

Yes

Yes

UT

Existing state agency

No

No1,2

VT

Existing state agency

Yes

Yes

WA

Quasi-governmental

No

Yes1

State

Type of entity

FFE

* These data reflect state-based exchange design decisions for policy or plan years beginning on
or after January 1, 2014. These data do not identify the options that a state-based exchange may be
considering for future years.
FFE = federally facilitated exchange.
1
The exchange plans to rely on the federal system to make the final eligibility determination for
exemptions from the individual mandate.
2
The exchange plans to rely on the federal system to make the final eligibility determination for the
payment of premium tax credits and cost-sharing subsidies through the exchange.
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the exchange and other state eligibility engines—such
as the databases that determine if individuals are eligible for programs like Medicaid and CHIP— to
make such determinations, many states are building a
single, consolidated system to determine eligibility for
exchange coverage, Medicaid, or CHIP. Most of these
single, streamlined systems will make final determinations of eligibility for Medicaid or CHIP.12 In contrast,
the exchange system in California expects to assess a
consumer’s eligibility for Medicaid or CHIP but then
transmit this information to a separate agency for a final
determination.13
Exchange officials in many states hope to
incorporate eligibility determinations for other programs, such as the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (formerly known as the Food Stamp Program)
in the future. State officials reported that a streamlined
system will be critical to maximizing administrative
efficiencies and consumer experience.

Many States Undecided on Long-Term Revenue
Sources for the Exchange
Despite significant federal funding for states to establish exchanges, the Affordable Care Act requires
exchanges to be self-sustaining by 2015.14 Seven states
and the District of Columbia, however, have not finalized their long-term revenue strategies (Exhibit 3). Of
these eight, some are awaiting legislative action while
others are considering how and whether to use existing
funding mechanisms. State officials continue to consider the added cost to consumers of any new fees and
the need to maintain similar costs inside and outside
the exchange.
Six states—California, Colorado, Idaho,
Minnesota, Nevada, and Oregon—will assess only
those insurers that offer coverage in the exchange while
Connecticut will assess all insurers in the individual
and small-group markets regardless of whether they
participate in the exchange. Others will use financing
mechanisms that predate the exchange: Maryland, for
example, will reallocate a portion of an existing premium tax.15 Some states plan to use multiple revenue
mechanisms. Colorado, for example, will initially rely

EXHIBIT 3. LONG-TERM EXCHANGE FINANCING
MECHANISMS, AS OF MAY 31, 2013*
Long-term revenue source
to support the exchange
Assessment on insurers
offering coverage in the
individual and small-group
markets
Preexisting state assessment
or premium tax
Undecided on long-term
revenue source

States
CA, CO, CT1, ID,
MN, NV, OR
MD, VT, UT2
DC, HI, KY, MA3,
NY, NM, RI, WA

* These data reflect state-based exchange design decisions for policy or plan years beginning on
or after January 1, 2014. These data do not identify the options that a state-based exchange may be
considering for future years.
1
In Connecticut, the exchange will be funded through an assessment that applies to all insurers in the
individual and small-group markets, both inside and outside the exchange.
2
In Utah, the federal government will collect an assessment on insurers for the individual exchange.
The SHOP exchange will be funded through state appropriations and a monthly charge to employees
enrolled through the exchange.
3
In Massachusetts, the exchange has historically been funded through state appropriations and by
charging an administrative fee on insurers that participate in the exchange; however, future long-term
financing mechanisms remain undecided.

on multiple sources of funding, including high-risk
pool funds and an unclaimed property tax fund; Nevada
plans to generate additional revenue by allowing organizations that meet certain requirements to advertise on
the exchange’s website.16

States Adopted Formal and Informal
Mechanisms to Foster a Competitive
Marketplace
States had flexibility in adopting strategies to encourage
insurers to offer plans in the exchange and foster a competitive marketplace to bring better value to consumers. More than half of states selectively contracted with
insurers or managed plan offerings. Few states required
insurers to participate in the exchange, although most
adopted formal requirements to provide incentives for
participation or to align their markets. States also noted
the importance of informal negotiation with insurers to
ensure exchange participation and promote a level playing field.

More Than Half of States Selectively Contracted or
Managed Plan Choices
States have significant flexibility in designing their
certification criteria for the exchange and can be selective about the plans they allow to be offered on the
www.commonwealthfund.org
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EXHIBIT 4. STATE APPROACHES TO SELECTION OF EXCHANGE PLANS, AS OF MAY 31, 2013*
Plan selection approach

Definition

States

Selective contractor

Contracts only with insurers that advance exchange goals and may
manage plan choices through limits on the number or type of plans
that an insurer can offer.

CA, MA, RI, VT

Market organizer

Manages plan choices through limits on the number or type of
plans that an insurer can offer but does not selectively contract
with insurers.

CT, KY, MD, NV,
NY, OR

Clearinghouse

Allows all plans meeting minimum criteria to participate on the
exchange; does not selectively contract with insurers or manage
plan choices.

CO, DC, HI, ID,
MN, NM, UT, WA

* These data reflect state-based exchange design decisions for policy or plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2014. These data do not identify the options that a state-based
exchange may be considering for future years. The federally facilitated exchange will operate as a clearinghouse in 2014.

exchange. State exchanges can operate as a “clearinghouse”—that is, the state would certify all plans that
meet minimum criteria to participate in the exchange.
Alternatively, a state can act as a “selective contractor”
and choose to contract only with insurers that advance
overarching exchange goals.17 Even if an exchange does
not selectively contract with insurers, it can act as a
“market organizer” and adopt additional requirements
to manage plan choices by limiting the number or types
of plans that an insurer can offer.
Four states—California, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Vermont—chose to operate their exchanges
as selective contractors, while six chose to operate
as market organizers (Exhibit 4). In California, for
example, the exchange evaluated plans based on factors
such as affordability, access to quality care, and efforts to
reduce health disparities.18 The remaining seven states
and the District of Columbia will operate as clearinghouses, but some states may transition to different models after 2014. For example, Maryland and Minnesota
have the authority to adopt a selective contractor model
in future years.19

States Adopted Formal Requirements to Promote
Insurer Participation and Align Their Markets
Ten states and the District of Columbia adopted formal
requirements regarding exchange participation or market alignment (Exhibit 5). State officials adopted these
requirements to facilitate robust competition among
insurers and to limit adverse selection within and
against the exchange.
12

Three states and the District of Columbia
formally required insurers to offer coverage in the
exchange and adopted varied approaches in doing so.
Maryland, for example, was the only state to explicitly
require certain insurers to participate in the exchange,
while Massachusetts requires insurers to apply to offer
coverage in response to a solicitation and then selects
plans to be offered on the exchange.20 The District
of Columbia and Vermont required all individual
and small-group coverage to be sold through a single
marketplace.21
Five states sought to provide incentives for
plans to enter and remain in the exchange by establishing “waiting periods” for entry if an insurer failed to
participate in 2014 or voluntarily withdraws from the
exchange. For example, New York will not allow insurers that did not offer coverage on the exchange in 2014
to participate until 2016 unless doing so is determined
to be in the best interest of consumers.22 California—
while not imposing formal waiting periods—planned
to limit opportunities for insurers not participating in
2014 to enter the exchange in 2015, with the exception
of Medicaid plans.23
Five states sought to reduce adverse selection—the disproportionate enrollment of individuals
likely to incur high medical costs—by requiring insurers to offer similar coverage inside and outside the
exchange. California, for example, required all coverage
offered inside the exchange to also be offered outside
the exchange.24 Some states also prohibited or required
the sale of certain plans outside the exchange, even if an
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insurer is not participating in the exchange. For example, Oregon and Washington prohibited insurers from
offering catastrophic coverage—which is less comprehensive coverage than bronze coverage and is only available to young adults and individuals otherwise unable
to afford coverage—outside the exchange.25 By limiting
catastrophic coverage to the exchange, these states hope
to encourage the enrollment of young adults and limit
adverse selection against the exchange. Washington
similarly prohibited insurers from offering only bronze
coverage outside the exchange; instead, insurers that
offer bronze coverage must also offer silver and gold
coverage.26
States also established requirements for insurers
to offer a range of coverage levels within the exchange.
While the Affordable Care Act requires insurers that
participate in the exchange to offer at least silver and
gold plans,27 eight states and the District of Columbia
required insurers to offer plans at additional coverage

levels (Exhibit 6). States reported doing so to ensure
that coverage was available at most metal tiers and to
limit adverse selection within the exchange.

States Adopted Informal Mechanisms to Promote
Insurer Participation in the Exchange
Officials also reported using informal mechanisms to
foster insurer participation and promote market alignment. Many states noted the importance of maximizing
exchange participation by minimizing the requirements on insurers. Some states negotiated with insurers
directly to balance the need for meaningful protections
with the importance of participation.
Other mechanisms to promote participation
included aligning exchange standards with the state’s
existing insurance laws or coordinating with the state’s
insurance department. Such strategies help ensure that
insurers in the exchange did not face dramatically different requirements than insurers outside the exchange.

EXHIBIT 5. FORMAL EFFORTS TO PROMOTE PARTICIPATION AND MARKET ALIGNMENT, AS OF MAY 31, 2013*
Type of decision

Requiring insurers to
participate in the exchange

Encouraging insurers to
participate in the exchange

Aligning coverage options
inside and outside the
exchange

Description

State

State required certain insurers that offer coverage in the individual
or small-group markets to participate in the exchange or submit a
bid to participate in the exchange.
State established a single marketplace where all individual and
small-group coverage must be sold through the exchange.
State prohibited an insurer from entering the exchange for up to
two years if the insurer did not participate in 2014.
State prohibited an insurer from re-entering the exchange for two
years if the insurer voluntarily ceases to participate in the exchange.

MA1, MD2

DC3, VT
CO, NM, NY, OR
CO, CT

State required exchange insurers to also offer certain coverage
outside the exchange.

CA4, MA5, MD6

State required exchange insurers that offer certain plans outside
the exchange to also offer the same or similar coverage inside the
exchange.

MD6, MN7, NY8

* These data reflect state-based exchange design decisions for policy or plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2014. These data do not identify the options that a state-based exchange may be considering for
future years.
1
In Massachusetts, the exchange requires insurers that cover 5,000 or more lives to respond annually to a solicitation for fully insured product proposals. It then selects plans from these solicitations to be sold
in the exchange.
2
In Maryland, insurers that offer individual or small-group coverage must also offer coverage in the exchange, with exemptions for insurers that do not meet a specified revenue threshold or those that offer only
student health plans.
3
In the District of Columbia, the exchange board approved a strategy that would establish a single marketplace for all individual coverage in 2014 with a transition period for some small-group coverage
through 2015.
4
In California, insurers that participate in the exchange and sell any plans outside of the exchange must offer all exchange plans outside the exchange.
5
In Massachusetts, all plans offered in the exchange must also be offered outside the exchange, except for subsidized “wrap” plans, which are available outside the exchange but without the subsidy.
6
In Maryland, insurers that offer coverage inside and outside the exchange must also offer a silver and gold plan outside the exchange, and insurers that offer catastrophic plans outside the exchange must also
offer a catastrophic plan in the exchange.
7
In Minnesota, insurers that participate in the exchange that offer coverage outside the exchange must offer plans at the same metal tier and for each service area inside the exchange as are offered outside
the exchange.
8
In New York, insurers that participate in the exchange that offer out-of-network products outside the exchange must also offer an out-of-network product inside the exchange for the same county and market.

www.commonwealthfund.org
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EXHIBIT 6. MINIMUM COVERAGE LEVEL REQUIREMENTS IN THE EXCHANGE, AS OF MAY 31, 2013*
Number of
minimum levels
required

Description

State

5

Insurers in the exchange must propose or offer all five coverage levels:
catastrophic, bronze, silver, gold, and platinum coverage.

4

Insurers in the exchange must offer at least bronze, silver, gold, and platinum
coverage.

VT

3

Insurers in the exchange must offer at least bronze, silver, and gold coverage.

CT, DC, MD, OR

3

Insurers in the exchange must offer at least catastrophic, silver, and gold
coverage.

CA, MA1, NY2

KY

* These data reflect state-based exchange design decisions for policy or plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2014. These data do not identify the options that a state-based exchange may be considering for
future years. The Affordable Care Act requires insurers that participate in the exchange to offer at least silver and gold coverage. Note that Hawaii has additional requirements with respect to the Prepaid Health
Care Act.
1
In Massachusetts, insurers may request, and subsequently exercise, the option to withdraw their proposed catastrophic plan should the exchange receive a sufficient number of qualifying catastrophic plans per
service area from insurers wishing to make such plans available.
2
In New York, if the Department of Health determines there is adequate catastrophic coverage in a particular county, the exchange may allow insurers in the same county the option of not offering the required
catastrophic plan.

For example, many exchanges deferred to existing state
standards on network adequacy—standards used to
ensure that plans include a sufficient number and type
of health care providers—and relied on their insurance
department to review insurance rates. However, a few
exchanges expect to negotiate rates directly with insurers or augment the department’s review by, for example,
conducting an additional review of rates.28

States Limited or Standardized Plans and
Emphasized Quality in Consumer Choice
States also took steps to allow consumers to make
meaningful comparisons between plans by limiting
the number of plans that each insurer can offer in the
exchange, standardizing some of the plans offered, and
ensuring that the differences between plans are meaningful. States also implemented quality requirements
even though not required to do so until 2016.

Nine States Chose to Limit or Standardize Plans
Consistent with research that shows that consumers
have difficulty identifying important distinctions among
health insurance plans when faced with many similar
choices,29 states sought to balance the need for sufficient choice with the risk of overwhelming consumers. To do so, states limited the number of plans that
each insurer can offer in the exchange, standardized
the plans offered, or adopted a standard to ensure that
14

differences between plans are meaningful. Eight states
limited the number of plans that each insurer can offer
(Exhibit 7). Five of these states, as well as California,
also required insurers to offer some standardized plans
in the exchange. Of the remaining eight states and
the District of Columbia—which neither limited the
number of plans nor required standardized plans—only
Colorado, the District of Columbia, and Utah adopted
a “meaningful difference” standard to ensure that the
plans offered on the exchange by the same insurer have
substantive distinctions between benefit design features,
such as cost-sharing levels and benefit limits.
Eight states—Connecticut, Kentucky,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Nevada, New York, Oregon,
and Vermont—limited the number of plans that each
insurer can offer or propose on each metal tier. For
example, Nevada limited insurers to five plans in each
metal tier per service area while Kentucky opted for
no more than four plans per metal tier.30 State officials
reported that limiting the number of plans gives consumers a manageable number of choices while retaining
flexibility for insurers. Other states reported “soft limits”
by encouraging insurers to offer fewer plans.
Six states—California, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, New York, Oregon, and Vermont—
required insurers to offer standardized plans in the
exchange. Plan standardization typically takes the form
of requiring similar benefits and cost-sharing across
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EXHIBIT 7. STATE DECISIONS TO LIMIT OR STANDARDIZE PLANS AND PROMOTE QUALITY, AS OF MAY 31, 2013*
State

Limited the number of
plans per insurer

Required some
standardized plans

Adopted a meaningful
difference standard

Required display of quality
data

FFE

—

—

X

X1

CA

—

X

X

X

CO

—

—

2

X

X

CT

X

X

X

X

DC

—

—

X

—

HI

—

—

—

—

ID

—

—

—

—

KY

X

—

—

—

MD

X

—

—

X

MA

X

X

X

X

MN

—

—

—

X

NV

X

—

X

TBD

NM

—

—

—

—3

NY

X

X

—

X

OR

X

X

—

X

RI

—

—

—

X

UT

—

—

X

—4

VT

X

X

X

—4

WA

—

—

—

—3

* These data reflect state-based exchange design decisions for policy or plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2014. These data do not identify the options that a state-based exchange may be considering for
future years.
FFE = federally facilitated exchange.
1
Prior to 2016, federally facilitated exchanges will only display existing Consumer Assessments of Healthcare Providers and Systems indicators. States may also request the exchange to display a link to existing
state quality data.
2
In Colorado, the Department of Insurance will apply a meaningful difference standard to individual and small-group plans offered both on and off the exchange.
3
New Mexico and Washington will not publicly report quality information during the initial open enrollment period; however, they expect to begin collecting this information from health insurers in 2014.
4
In Utah and Vermont, the exchange will include a link to existing quality reports but will not incorporate or otherwise display this information into the exchange for 2014.

or within each metal tier.31 For 2014, the number of
standardized plan designs ranges from three plans
in Oregon to 17 in California.32 While insurers may
also offer nonstandardized plans in these states, all
states except California explicitly limited the number
of nonstandardized plans per insurer.33 Other states
may require some standardized plans in the future; the
District of Columbia intends to do so for 2015.34
To prevent insurers from offering an overwhelming number of similar plans and to give consumers meaningful distinctions between plans, seven
states and the District of Columbia adopted a “meaningful difference” standard (Exhibit 7). For example,
in evaluating plans to ensure a meaningful difference, Connecticut plans to consider factors such as

differences in the amount of out-of-pocket costs that
consumers face for medical and pharmacy services.35
Ten states did not adopt such a standard. Of these 10
states, six did not adopt any of the three tools (i.e.,
limiting the number of plans insurers may offer in the
exchange, requiring some standardized plans, or adopting a meaningful difference standard), in part because
state officials were concerned that doing so would negatively impact insurers’ participation in the exchanges.

Many States Proceeded with Quality Requirements
Ahead of Federal Guidance
To provide consumers with comparable information
on health plan quality and value, the Affordable Care
Act requires exchanges to collect and display quality
www.commonwealthfund.org
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ratings and data, among other measures.36 This requirement does not go into effect until 2016;37 however,
many states planned to display quality measures for
2014 (Exhibit 7). State officials reported that quality
improvement and innovation will be an ongoing priority for exchanges.
Nine states—California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New York,
Oregon, and Rhode Island—plan to display quality
data on their exchanges in 2014. Most plan to display national quality measures while some states are
developing their own metrics or incorporating existing state-specific measures. New York’s exchange, for
example, will leverage the state’s existing quality reporting system, which includes national and state-specific
measures, while Rhode Island’s exchange is developing
unique metrics to help plans identify ways to improve
health outcomes.38
The Affordable Care Act also directs federal
regulators to develop a rating system to summarize
and display a plan’s quality metrics to encourage consumers to select high-quality plans.39 While this rating system is being developed for display in 2016, 10
states—California, Connecticut, Maryland, Minnesota,
New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont, and
Washington—are developing state-specific quality rating systems ahead of federal guidance. Many states are
also taking a proactive approach to the law’s requirements for insurers to implement a quality improvement
strategy to achieve outcomes such as reducing hospital
readmissions. Most states are requiring insurers to submit a written narrative of their quality improvement
strategy or meet state-specific quality improvement
standards.

States Designed SHOP Exchanges to
Minimize Market Disruption and Improve
Choice
Given significant flexibility in designing the SHOP
exchange, states adopted standards that reflect existing market requirements, but varied on the “employee
choice” options through which employees may choose
a plan. State officials reported that these decisions were
16

largely the result of efforts to minimize market disruption, maximize economies of scale, and improve coverage choices and value for small businesses.

States Largely Structured SHOP Exchanges to
Reflect Existing Market Standards
Most states declined to make major deviations from
existing market standards when defining “small
employer,” deciding whether to merge the individual
and small-group markets, and adopting participation
and contribution requirements in the SHOP exchange.
Although the Affordable Care Act defines small
employer as an employer with 100 employees or fewer,
states may limit this definition to 50 employees or fewer
for plan years beginning before January 1, 2016.40 As of
May 31, 2013, every state except Hawaii defined small
employer as having 50 or fewer full-time employees
until 2016; since then, Hawaii enacted legislation to
define “small employer” as 50 or fewer employees.41
Only two states—Massachusetts and Vermont—and
the District of Columbia chose to merge the individual
and small-group markets.42 While not required, many
states also established or maintained existing minimum
participation and contribution requirements, which
specify the percentage of employees that must purchase
coverage and the employer’s contribution toward an
employee’s coverage.

States Exceeded Federal Requirements to Make
Employee Choice Available to Small Employers
To provide small employers with a wider range of coverage options than is typically available in today’s market, the Affordable Care Act requires SHOP exchanges
to enable employers to choose a metal tier of coverage
(such as bronze or silver) and allow employees to select
any plan from that tier.43 While this requirement was
delayed until 2015,44 nearly every state-based exchange
is expected to offer at least one employee choice option
in 2014, with most allowing multiple types of employee
choice models (Exhibit 8). Eight states—Hawaii,
Minnesota, Nevada, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island,
Utah, and Vermont—provided maximum flexibility by
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allowing employers to give employees the choice of any
plan on the SHOP exchange.
In 2014, all states except Washington will allow
employers who opt to provide their employees with one
of the “employee choice” models to select a reference
plan on which to base employer contributions.45 For
example, in its Employee Choice option, Massachusetts
allows employers to select a reference plan from one of
the metal tiers.46 Using the reference plan as a guide as
to how much the employer will contribute toward each
employee’s coverage, employees then choose among

plans on the same metal tier and pay the difference
between the price of the plan they selected and the
price they would have paid for the reference plan.47
In making design decisions, state officials
emphasized the importance of employee choice in
ensuring the SHOP exchange is attractive to small
employers and sought to balance the goal of meaningful employee choice with concerns about adverse
selection. States also cited challenges in operationalizing the SHOP exchanges, such as ensuring robust
insurer participation and developing an IT system that
enabled officials to offer maximum choice to employers

EXHIBIT 8. SHOP EMPLOYEE CHOICE SELECTION MODELS, AS OF MAY 31, 2013*
Employee choice plan selection models1
State

Single plan

One tier,
multiple insurers

Multiple tiers,
one insurer

Multiple tiers,
multiple insurers

All tiers,
all insurers

FFE

X

—

—

—

—

CA

—

X

—

—

—

CO

X

X

X

2

X

—

CT

X

X

X

—

—

DC

X

X

X

—

—

HI

—

X

—

3

X

X3

ID

X

—

—

—

—

KY

X

X

—

4

X

—

MD

—

X

X

—

—

MA

X

6

X

X

—

—

MN

X

X

X

X

X

NV

X

X

X

X

X

NM

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

NY

X

X

X

X

X

OR

X

X

X

2

X

X7

RI

X

—

—

—

X

UT

—

X

—

—

X

—

X

—

—

X

X

X

—

—

—

5

VT
WA

8

6

* These data reflect state-based exchange design decisions for policy or plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2014. These data do not identify the options that a state-based exchange may be considering for
future years.
FFE = federally facilitated exchange.
1
Employee choice models include: 1) allowing employers to choose a single metal tier and employees select plans from different insurers; 2) allowing employers to choose a single insurer and employees select
plans at different metal tiers; 3) allowing employers to select multiple insurers and employees select plans from multiple insurers at different metal tiers; or 4) allowing employees to select any plan on the SHOP
exchange.
2
In Colorado and Oregon, employees are limited to choosing plans on the SHOP exchange on metal tiers that are adjacent to the reference plan chosen by the employer (i.e., if the employer selects a silver plan,
employees can only choose a plan from among bronze, silver, and gold options).
3
In Hawaii, the two models are only available for employers not subject to the requirements of the Prepaid Health Care Act.
4
In Kentucky, employers are limited to choosing plans on the SHOP exchange on metal tiers that are contiguous (i.e., the employer may not select only the bronze and gold levels for employees).
5
In Maryland, the SHOP exchange will not open until January 1, 2014.
6
In Massachusetts, the employee choice models may not be available by January 1, 2014, but are expected to be available in 2014.
7
In Oregon, this model is available only if the employer selects a gold or platinum plan as its reference plan.
8
In Washington, the SHOP exchange will operate as a pilot program in 2014 with only one insurer.
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and employees. Because of these and other challenges,
Maryland and Washington, for example, delayed or
scaled back their SHOP operations for 2014.48

States Promoted Consumer Assistance
via Navigators, In-Person Assisters, and
Producers
With millions of Americans expected to enroll in coverage through the individual and SHOP exchanges,
consumer outreach and assistance will be critical to
achieving expanded access to coverage. The Affordable
Care Act requires every exchange to establish a navigator program, and states can use federal exchange funding for planning and training navigators, but not for
compensating navigators.49 To supplement the navigator
program in early years, state-based exchanges can also
use federal funds to establish an in-person assistance
program.50 In most states, both programs are expected
to conduct public outreach and education, distribute fair
and impartial information regarding enrollment in coverage through the exchange, and provide information
in a culturally and linguistically appropriate manner,
among other duties.
Exchanges placed few requirements on agents
and brokers (known as “producers”) to promote producer participation. State officials expect navigators,
in-person assisters, and producers to be critical to the
exchanges’ success in 2014. In addition, some states will
promote exchange participation through state-based
initiatives that supplement federal financial assistance
available through the exchanges.

Thirteen States and the District of Columbia
Established Both Navigator and In-Person
Assistance Programs in 2014
In addition to the District of Columbia, 13 states—all
study states except Idaho, Kentucky, Massachusetts,
and Utah—established an in-person assistance program in addition to the federally required navigator
program in 2014 (Exhibit 9). In Massachusetts and
Utah, the exchanges will operate only a navigator program in 2014 (and Utah’s state-run navigator program
will function only in the SHOP exchange).51 As of this
18

writing, Idaho and Kentucky had not yet finalized their
approach to consumer assistance programs and continue
to consider whether their exchanges will operate navigator and/or in-person assistance programs in 2014.
State officials reported that limitations on the
use of federal funds for navigator programs were challenging. Because of this limitation, some states expect
to operate limited navigator programs for 2014 but will
transition to a more robust program in the future. Other
states identified state-based funding sources to fill this
gap. Six states—Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Nevada, Oregon, and Vermont—initially planned to use
state funds for their navigator programs while Colorado,
Connecticut, and Hawaii looked to private grants until
exchange revenue becomes available.
Despite the different funding streams for navigator and in-person assistance programs, state officials
viewed the programs as components of a unified consumer assistance effort with largely consistent training
requirements and functions. In most states operating
both programs, the primary distinction between the
navigator and in-person assistance programs is the
funding source (with federal exchange funding for inperson assistance programs and state-based funding for
navigator programs). Officials also reported that the
programs are likely to be administered jointly and have
common training requirements, with the main differences based on the ways that navigators and in-person
assisters will be compensated and whether the exchange
limits the duties of in-person assisters to, for example,
outreach and education only.

States Expect Producers to Play a Significant Role in
Exchange Success
Every exchange allowed producers to assist consumers
in enrolling in an insurance plan through the exchange,
and state officials hoped to encourage producers’ participation on the exchange by adopting few additional
restrictions or requirements on producers. Exchanges
in nine states elected to set or pay producers’ commissions or set rules guiding the relationship between
insurers and producers. This relationship is known as an
“appointment” and allows producers to sell an insurer’s
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EXHIBIT 9. STATE DECISIONS ON CONSUMER ASSISTANCE, AS OF MAY 31, 2013*
Navigator and in-person assistance programs

Producer rules

State

Navigator
program

In-person
assistance
program

Planned
training hours

Exchange pays
commissions

Appointment or
affiliation rules

Planned training
hours

FFE

X

—

Up to 30 hours1

—

—

TBD1

CA

X

X

16–24 hours

X2

X2

TBD

CO

X

X

43 hours

—

3

X

20 hours

CT

X

X

30 hours

—

X

16 hours

DC

X

X

30 hours

—

—

TBD

HI

X

X

60 hours

X

—

TBD

ID

TBD

TBD

TBD

—

—

TBD

KY

TBD

X

23 hours

—

X

8–10 hours

MD

X

X

120 hours

—

—

4–6 hours

MA

X

—

30 hours

X

X

—

MN

X

X

Variable

—

—

Variable

NV

X

X

20 hours

—

—

20 hours

NM

X

X

TBD

—

TBD

TBD

NY

X

X

40 hours

—

—

TBD

OR

X

X

Variable

—

X4

8.5–9 hours

RI

X

X

TBD

—5

X5

TBD

UT6

X

—

TBD

—

X

2 hours

VT

X

X

24 hours

—

—

24 hours

WA

X

X

25–35 hours

—

—

8 hours

* These data reflect state-based exchange design decisions for policy or plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2014. These data do not identify the options that a state-based exchange may be considering
for future years.
FFE = federally facilitated exchange.
1
States may adopt additional training or certification requirements for navigators, in-person assisters, and producers.
2
In California, standards apply only to the SHOP exchange, which is licensed as a business entity.
3
In Colorado, appointment requirements apply unless an insurer does not use producers.
4
In Oregon, the exchange is licensed as a business entity and producers affiliate with the exchange in lieu of being appointed by insurers.
5
In Rhode Island, while insurers set and pay commissions, the exchange will pay an additional per-person payment for enrolling small businesses in the SHOP exchange. Producer appointment standards apply
only to the SHOP exchange.
6
In Utah, these standards apply only to the SHOP exchange, which will operate only a limited navigator program. Producer appointment standards apply only to the SHOP exchange, which will require a
minimum of two hours of training. (The federal government may require additional producer training for the individual exchange.)

plans and be compensated by that insurer (Exhibit 9).
States typically imposed fewer training requirements on
producers than on navigators or in-person assisters.
The vast majority of states will defer to existing state rules on producer compensation. California,
Hawaii, and Massachusetts are the only states in which
SHOP exchanges will set and pay agent and broker
commissions directly. The SHOP exchange in Rhode
Island will provide a per-person payment to producers
that enroll small employers.52
To ensure that consumers have access to coverage offered by all insurers in the exchange, states can

require insurers to appoint all participating producers
or require producers to be appointed by all participating
insurers. Only four exchanges—Colorado, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, and Utah—adopted such rules. Kentucky
required producers to be appointed by at least two
insurers participating in the exchange. Massachusetts
expects producers to be appointed by more than one
exchange insurer as well, but had not yet specified a
minimum number. California’s SHOP exchange and
Oregon’s individual and SHOP exchanges are expected
to operate as licensed business entities, which will
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allow the exchange itself to appoint or affiliate with
producers.53

States Opt to Improve Affordability and Access to
Coverage to Further Maximize Participation
To enhance the affordability of coverage for lowincome consumers purchasing coverage through the
exchange, some states pursued state-funded initiatives
to supplement federal subsidies. Massachusetts and
Vermont, for example, will use state funds to further
subsidize premiums for individuals with incomes up to
300 percent of the federal poverty level, while New York
will fully subsidize premiums for parents with incomes
up to 150 percent of the federal poverty level and who
are currently covered by the state’s Medicaid program
but who will transition to exchange coverage in 2014.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The Affordable Care Act established a national framework for reform while retaining significant flexibility for
states and providing resources to implement its provisions. While states with federally facilitated exchanges
can influence the way some functions are performed,
states operating their own exchanges had significant
flexibility to design their exchanges in ways that reflect
the unique needs of their consumers and insurance
markets.
Given the rapid time frame for exchange
implementation, states made design decisions with an
eye toward minimizing market disruption and promoting exchange viability. To this end, states were selective
when making major changes. For example, most states
declined to merge their individual and small-group
markets. Yet, states also built on—and, in some areas,
exceeded—minimum federal requirements to accomplish policy objectives such as offering employee choice,
establishing consumer assistance programs, and implementing long-standing policy goals such as modernizing IT infrastructure.
While states made significant progress, most
state exchange officials would have liked to achieve
additional objectives for 2014. However, the lack of
timely federal guidance, the complexity of building a
20

new IT system, and political realities hindered the range
of policy decisions that states were able to consider.
With most federal requirements now finalized and the
first generation of exchange IT systems in place, state
officials thought that states that opt to transition to a
state-based exchange in the future would be able to look
to and choose components from existing exchanges that
best meet their needs.
The opportunity to understand the lessons
learned in these states will be critical for additional
states that transition to state-based exchanges in
2015 and for those with already existing state-based
exchanges. Indeed, most states expect to adjust their
design decisions as implementation unfolds to accomplish additional policy goals, such as adding new features to enhance consumer experience and advancing
quality and delivery system reform.
The design of state-based exchanges—along
with other important decisions such as whether to
expand Medicaid and how to enforce the Affordable
Care Act’s market reforms—could affect key outcomes,
such as enrollment, cost, consumer experience, and
sustainability. As we enter the first year of exchange
operations, continued monitoring of exchange design
decisions will be critical to help a range of stakeholders, including state and federal officials, Congress, and
researchers, assess the impact of these policy decisions
on real-world outcomes.

METHODOLOGY
This report examines critical structural, operational,
and policy decisions made by 17 states (California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Idaho, Kentucky,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nevada, New
Mexico, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Utah,
Vermont, and Washington) and the District of
Columbia that chose to establish state-based exchanges.
This report does not include a review of state action or
decisions in the 33 states that defaulted to a federally
facilitated exchange.
Throughout this report, we refer to Idaho,
New Mexico, and Utah as state-based exchanges.
However, Idaho and New Mexico will leverage federal
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infrastructure as they build their own systems, with
Idaho leveraging this infrastructure for both its individual and SHOP exchanges and New Mexico doing so
only for its individual exchange. Utah will only operate
the SHOP exchange and the federal government will
operate its individual exchange.
Our findings are based on ongoing monitoring
of exchange decisions between March 23, 2010, and
May 31, 2013, and reflect our analysis of state laws, regulations, subregulatory guidance, press releases, declaration letters, blueprint submissions, board and meeting
minutes, media reports, other public information related

to exchange development, and interviews with state regulators. The resulting assessments of state action were
confirmed by state officials.
The data presented here are limited to state
decisions for the initial operation of the exchange
through 2014. Because states may reevaluate these decisions in response to changes in their marketplace or
the experience of other states, these data should not be
construed as representing a final or long-term decision,
with many states reporting that design decisions will be
reconsidered as needed.
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APPENDIX A. GLOSSARY
Catastrophic coverage: Health coverage that is less comprehensive than bronze coverage and is only available to
individuals under the age of 30 or individuals who have received an exemption from the individual mandate on the
basis of affordability or hardship.
Clearinghouse: An exchange that allows all plans meeting minimum criteria to participate on the exchange and
does not selectively contract with insurers or manage plan choices through limits on the number or type of plans
that an insurer can offer.
Employee choice: Plan selection models in the SHOP exchange that give employees more than one choice of health
plan. Employee choice models may allow employees to choose among multiple plans on one or multiple metal tiers;
among multiple plans or tiers offered by one insurer; among any plan on the SHOP exchange; or among a combination of those options. If multiple employee choice models are available, an employer may select one or more models
to use for their employees.
Federally facilitated exchange: A type of exchange model, also known as a federally facilitated marketplace, where
the federal government operates all core exchange functions and retains ultimate authority over operation of the
exchange. No state action is required for states with a federally facilitated exchange, but states can choose to conduct
certain exchange operations.
In-person assistance program: An optional, federally funded program that an exchange can set up before its navigator program is fully functional. In-person assisters may perform the same functions as navigators, including providing assistance with eligibility and enrollment in exchange coverage and public programs as well as conducting
consumer outreach and education. Consumers may also access exchange call centers where assistance may be administered in person, online, or via telephone.
Market organizer: An exchange that manages plan choices through limits on the number or type of plans that an
insurer can offer, but does not selectively contract with insurers.
Meaningful difference standard: A review standard used by insurance regulators or exchange officials to ensure that
a plan’s benefit design, such as cost-sharing levels and benefit limits, is substantially distinct from other plans offered
in the same market by the same insurer.
Metal tier (bronze, silver, gold, platinum): A designation of the level of financial protection a plan offers based on
the expected share of health care costs a plan covers for a typical enrollee. Bronze plans cover the lowest share of
health care costs (60%) while platinum plans cover the highest share of health care costs (90%).
Minimum participation and contribution requirements: Standards that specify the minimum percentage of
employees (and, in some cases, dependents) that must purchase coverage and the employer’s minimum contribution
toward an employee’s coverage in order for the group to enroll in exchange coverage.
Navigator program: A program that an exchange must establish to provide assistance with eligibility and enrollment
in exchange and public coverage as well as to conduct consumer outreach and education. Unlike the in-person assistance program, operation of the navigator program may not be funded through federal grants. Consumers may also
access exchange call centers where assistance may be administered in person, online, or via telephone.
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Network adequacy standards: Standards used to ensure that health plans include a sufficient number and type of
health care providers. These standards can vary significantly by state.
Producer: A person or entity licensed by a state as an insurance agent or broker. Producers typically have an affiliation with an insurer, known as an “appointment,” to sell that insurer’s plans and be compensated by the insurer.
Quasi-governmental entity: A form of exchange governance in which the exchange is not set up within an existing
state agency, as a new a state agency under the executive branch, or as a private, nonprofit entity. In this instance, the
exchange is set up as an independent public entity governed by a board of directors and is often exempt from some,
but not all, state administrative rules and procedures.
Selective contractor: An exchange that certifies and contracts only with insurers that advance exchange goals. The
state exchange may manage plan choices through limits on the number or type of plans that an insurer can offer.
Single rules engine: A software system that houses and executes all the rules to calculate an individual’s modified adjusted gross income (MAGI), on which eligibility determinations for exchange subsidies, Medicaid, and the
Children’s Health Insurance Program are based.
Standardized plan: A plan that complies with benefit and cost-sharing standards established by an exchange or state
to limit variation among plans within and across coverage levels and to facilitate consumer selection of plans.
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